Hibernation Toss
and Sort
A fun hands on game of toss played with
animal hibernation facts!
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Hibernation Toss and Sort Game
Directions: Cut out the game cards and hole-punch them in the space provided. Then, use yarn to attach the cards to the
balls. I have left several blank cards for you to add your own clues on as well. Attach the fact cards to the 2 jugs.
Game Play: Mix up all the balls. Have your child or student pick the balls up one-at-a-time. Once they determine which
category of facts the ball is in, have them toss the ball into the proper bin. Once they are done, review the facts with them.
They earn one point for each one they put in the correct category.

Hibernation

Pass the winter sleeping.

Natural process like sleep.

Eat a lot of food in
the fall.

Body temperature is
greatly reduced.

Heart rate is lower.

Can wake up for short
times, but generally
sleeps all winter.

All senses are dulled.

Covered dens afford long
term protection.

Happens in places with
cold winters.

Can birth their young
during the winter.

Happens when food
is scarce.

Not always triggered by
cold weather.
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Non – Hibernating Animals

Hunter during winter.

Gathers food to eat
all winter.

Can travel great
distances for food.

Must keep active to
stay warm.

Group together to
hunt and keep
warmer.

Can be active during
the day.

Can be active during
the night.

Tend to move to
warmer climates.

Tend not to birth
their young in winter.

Eat different types of
food than normal.

Sleep longer, but
search out food and
water most days.

Tend to be skinnier
with less fat.
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